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Take home points.
•  Studying cluster mergers is important because the violent 

environment means we are more likely to catch galaxies 
“in the act” of transforming.
•  Abell 1882 is composed of two structures with mass ratio 

1:2 and it is observed just prior to merging.
•  GAMA’s excellent spectroscopic completeness in dense 

regions allows detailed studies such as this one to be 
undertaken. 
•  TAIPAN has the opportunity to go one up on SDSS by 

ensuring dense regions are covered by multiple passes 
allowing group/cluster/dense region science to be 
performed in a more precise manner..



A1882: A rich, forming cluster in the 
GAMA G15 field.

"   High blue fraction (fb~0.28; Morrison
+2003)

"   Evidence for substructure in projected 
galaxy surface density (Morrison+2003)

"   SDSS C4 cat.: 48 mems, z = 0.14, σv=931 
km/s (Miller+2005)

"    GAMA Galaxy Group Cat.: 264 mems, z= 
0.139 and σv=835 km/s (Robotham+2011).

"   Richest G3C group.
"   Cluster caught in the act of forming -> 

high blue fraction?
"   Need to understand merger to determine 

cause of high fraction of blue galaxies.



GAMA’s contribution
•  High spectroscopic completeness to r = 19.8 (>90% 

c.f. ~65% in SDSS for dense cluster cores [Yoon
+2008])

•   Probe M*+2 at z~0.14 -> probe significant portion 
of LF for galaxy pop. studies.

•  Large number of kinematical tracers allows accurate 
dynamical mass determination and substructure 
characterisation.

•  Also have ~130ks of Chandra and 30ks of XMM X-
ray data.



Membership selection.
•  Black dots: 283 members defined by 
caustics (red lines; Diaferio99, Alpaslan
+2012).
•  Large gaps in phase-space distribution.
•  Red boxes: excluded as non-members in 
this analysis.
•  Large discrepancy in measured velocity 
dispersion (~940 km/s, 830km/s c.f. 548 
km/s). W
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Substructure Detection

κ- test (Colless & Dunn 1996), 
substructure at ~3.6σ significance

Blue=-vpec

Red=+vpecContours: smoothed 
projected galaxy density

Main structure prominent throughout,  NW substructure 
peaks at ~-525km/s. (dense in 3D – low vdisp), Less 

significant peak at vpec ~ 475 km/s further northwest

Density “Tomogram”Local dynamical substructure



Partitioning the data: Kaye’s 
Mixture Model

•  Use KMM (Ashmann et al. 1994)
•  Fits N-3D Gaussians to the data
•  Use bootstrap resampling to determine 
p-value that N+1 fit is favoured over N-
mode fit. 
• Simplest scenario: Two-body system, 
disregard substructure at larger radii.
• Clump A is the core of the main 
component (A1882A)
•  Clump B is merging subgroup (A1882B).



What do X-rays tell us? 
XMM

A1882A

Smaller groups

A1882B
Galaxy 
Density

•  Confirms substructures 
are bona-fide 
subclusters/subgroups.

•  X-ray morphology is 
fairly regular.

•  No obvious emission 
between A1882A and 
A1882B.

•  Temperatures: A1882A 
=3.5keV, A1882B = 2.3keV.

3.5keV

2.3keV



Masses Estimates
•  Kinematical mass estimates: virial theorem, 

caustics method (A1882A only; Diaferio+99)
•  X-ray M500-kT relation: (Vikhlinin+09).
•  Consistent results within uncertainties.
•  Mass ratio A1882A:A1882B ~ 2:1.



Evidence for Past Interaction?
•  Odd ring of galaxies in A1882A core, 

~60kpc offset of X-ray peak and BCG in 
A1882, temperature distribution is 
asymmetric.

•  HOWEVER: Recent, 1:2 mass ratio core 
passage merger unlikely -> no severe 
distortion of X-ray morphology, shocks, 
cold fronts, significant offsets between X-
ray & optical substructures (e.g. Bullet 
cluster).

•  Dynamical friction severely retards 
subcluster’s motion -> unlikely to have 
travelled to such a large distance after 
head-on collision (Rproj = 2Mpc).

•  Need deeper Chandra image of A1882B to 
look for merger signatures (coming in the 
next few weeks).

•  More likely viewed prior to core passage. 

2Mpc



Two-body Kinematics
•  Newtonian Criterion: If kinetic energy > 

binding energy, then system is unbound:

•  V2
losRp ≤ 2GM sin2αcosα (black curve).

•  Pbound ~ 73%

•  Assume point masses, radial orbits, zero 
separation at t=0, moving apart/coming 
together for the first time (Beers+82).

•  Observed VLOS=-427km/s, RP= 2Mpc, 
can solve two body problem for bound 
(red) and unbound (green) solutions for 
Mass as a fn. of inclination angle, α.

•  Intersection of blue (showing A1882A+B 
mass) and red curves give allowed 
solutions for A1882B’s orbit.

•  Two bound, incoming solutions roughly 
equally favoured:  α=22° or 68° meaning 
V= -1152 km/s or -462km/s and R=5.1 Mpc 
or 2.1 Mpc.

Unbound region

Bound region



Summary
•  Interloper rejection extremely important in determining 

dynamical masses.
•  A1882 has dispersion ~550 km/s (not >800km/s!)
•  Abell 1882 harbours significant substructure detected spatially 

and dynamically.
•  Two main structures, A1882A and A1882B, are separated by 

2Mpc and ~430km/s and have M200 ~ 2.5x1014 Msun and 1.2x1014 
Msun.

•  Some subtle evidence of interaction, but A1882A and A1882B 
likely form a bound system which is coming together for the first 
time.

•  High spectroscopic completeness of GAMA has allowed this 
detailed analysis – highly recommended for TAIPAN!



Future work

•  Determine blue fraction within the 
spectroscopically confirmed sample.

•  Look at star formation diagnostics from 
optical spectra.

•  Select like-mass/dispersion groups from 
G3C as benchmark for comparison.


